You are our greatest resource, and we hope that students, parents, and teachers will use tip411 to share important information about suspicious activity, drugs, domestic violence, bullying, threats, and other unsafe behavior to help make school a safer place for all.

ALWAYS Call 9-1-1 in an Emergency

Please remember that tip411 is not meant for emergencies, or even in the urgent need of police assistance. Always call 9-1-1 for all emergency situations.
What Is tip411?

The Tully Central School District utilizes tip411, a popular tool that has been used successfully to help students protect their schools and reduce crime in over 1,500 communities across the U.S.

We know that people may sometimes be afraid to reach out with information, but when using tip411, the system removes all your identifying information and officers don’t receive any information about you – not your name, not your phone number, not your address, nothing.

How Do I Use It?

1. **Send Anonymous Text Tips**
   Send a text message to 847411, then type the keyword TULLYCS, add a space, type your tip info, and hit send.

2. **Use Anonymous Web Tip Form on Your Computer**
   Visit our website at www.tullyschools.org

100% Anonymous
Send anonymous tips about threats, drugs, bullying, suspicious activity, and more via text message.